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§1.Introdvi￠tion.
●
WeconsidertheproblemtorepresentfaithfullyagivenfiniteTo‑spacebyasetof
simplexes.Torepresentthespaceonemaynaturallyconsiderthenerveoftheminimal
basicneighborhoodsystemofthefiniteTVspace.Butsuchthenerverepresentationis
notsufficienttocharacterizethefollowingsimplespaces.InagivensetX‑{a^a^as}
weconsidertwotopologieswhoseminimalbasicneighborhoodsare
●
β1‑日α.},{α1,α>Mα1,α2,α.}},
β2‑日αMα1,α'},{α1,α.}}.
●■
Thenthesetopologicalspaceshavethesamenerverepresentations,thatis,thereexists
●
thesamesimplicialcomplex‑consistingofatriangleandallfacesofthetriangle.
Ontheotherhand,M.C.McCord[‑1Jhashadsomeinterestingresultsforhomology
andhomotopypropertiesoffinitespaces,andforagivenfiniteTVspacehehascon‑
structedasimplicialcomplextakingeachtotallyorderedsubsetasasimplex,wherehe
●
hasusedthatthefinite7Vspaceisequivalenttoapartiallyorderedset.
Howeverthissimplicialcomplexisnotsu氏cienttocharacterizethegivenfiniteTo‑
●
space.Forinstance,inasetX‑¥a^a<
z,a^#4},weconsidertwodistincttopologies
whoseminimalbasicneighborhoodsystemsare
β1‑日α.},{α1,α>Mα1,α>},{α1,α2,α3,α}},
β2‑日α:Mα*,{α1,α2,α.},{α1,α2,α3,αl>>.
ThenthesespaceshavethesameMcCord'ssimplicialcomplexes.
Inthisnote,weshallintroducetheconceptofapartiallysimplicialcomplexwhich
consistsofopensimplexes.SuchacomplexcharacterizescompletelyafiniteTo‑space.

§ 2. Partially simplicial complexes.

Two (geometric) open simplexes ffi and (T2 in the Euclidean space Rm are said to be
properly joined if

51∩^2‑^3?
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where <r,‑ is the closure of<T;5 and (T3 is the common face of6¥ and <T2.
Definition 1. A set K of (geometric) open simplexes is said to be a qua∫l ∫implicial
complex if any two simplexes of K are properly joined.
Definition 2. Let K¥ and K2 be two quasi simplicial complexes. Then a mapping
<p: K,‑K2 is said to be qua∫i simplicial if

6<x ⇒<p{a)<<p(r)

for ff. reK,

where the symbol <^ is the face relation.

Definition 3. Let K be a star‑finite quasi complex. Then we consider a space
which is homeomorphic to the subspace ¥j{ff¥ff 6 K} of the Euclidean space. Such a
space is denoted by ¥K¥ , and is called the qua∫i polytope of K.
Definition 4. A finite quasi simplicial complex K is said to be a n‑partially ∫implicial
complex if
(1) If(7,reKand anr is a A:‑simplex, then the set {p牀K¥p^6nr} has k+1
elements.
(2) {v‑¥v‑<T r6K} has n elements, wher占v‑ is a O‑simplex.
Example. We set 6‑‑<ai>, a壬‑<ala2>, 6去‑<aia3>, (5 ‑<aia2a3a4>.
Then

K‑{0‑, ff¥, ff圭(T2}
is a 4‑partially simplicial complex.
Definition 5. Let K¥ and K2 be two partially simplicial complexes. Then a map‑
ping /: Kx‑X 2 is said to be an isomorphi∫m if the following are satisfied:
(1) /is bijective.
(2) ′and ∫‑1 are quasi simplicial.
If such an isomorphism exists between Ki and K2, then K¥ and K2 are said to be isomro‑
phic, and we denote by K¥ゴK2.
●

●

The following is evident.

Theorem 1. Let Ki and Ki be two partially ∫implicial complexe∫ then
K¥ttK.9⇒I/viI IK2

§ 3. Simplieial presentation.

Let (X, U) be a finite topological space. We define an order relation <C in X by
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saying x <y when Ux⊂ Uy (where Ux and Uy are minimal basic neighborhoods of x
and y respectively). Then (X, <O is a quasi ordered set.
We have mentioned the following lemmas in [̲21].
Lemma 1. Afinite topological space (Z, %) i∫ a To‑space if and only if (X, <) i∫ apartially
ordered set.

Lemma 2. Suppose (X, %) and (F, 09) are finite TQ‑space∫ with the a∫∫ociated partially
ordered∫els (X, ≦) and (F, <Q respectively. Then a mapping f: (X, %)‑(F, 09) is con‑
tinuou∫ if and only iff: (X, <,) ‑ (Y, ≦) is order‑pre∫erving, f i∫ a homeomorphism if and
only iff i∫ an order‑i∫0morphism of (X, <) onto (F, <Q.
●

shall now verify the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let (X, r) be afinite To‑space. Then there exi∫ts a partially ∫implicial
complex K with the following propertie∫ :
(1) There exists a bijective correspondence that a∫signs to each point of X a ∫implex of K.
(2) K i∫ a topological invariant of (X, r).
Conversely, for each partially ∫implicial complex K there exists afinite To‑space (X, W), who∫e
inducedpartially ∫implicial complex L is i∫0morphic to K. If K and L are i∫omorphic partially
∫implicial complexe∫, then the corresponding To‑space∫ (K, %) and (L, 09) are homeomorphic.
Proof.

Let

(X,

r)

be

a

finite

TV‑space

such

that

X‑{a^

#2,

>ォォ}

andlet

(X,^)

be a partially ordered set which is induced from (X, r). We consider the (n ‑ 1)‑simplex
rサーl‑‑

<cLICL2

‑aw>,

and

denote

the

closure

of

the

simplex

Gn

*

by

K((7n

1).

define a mapping g: X‑K(dn *) as follows: For of‑ e X let <T,‑be thefaceof&n‑l
whose vertices are ¥au牀X¥a,k^>ai}. Then we put

gia^oi C Kio*‑1).
Setting K‑g(X), we shall verify that if is a ^‑partially simplicial complex, i.e., K
satis丘es (1) and (2) of De丘nition 4.
From the above definition we immediately find that K is a quasi simplicial complex.
We shall show that K satisfies (1) of Definition 4. Suppose that 6^ (Jj牀K and p‑
ffi^ffjj where <T,‑‑<af‑...ォ,‑ >, 0)‑<a/.‑a/ >, p‑<ar ‑..ar >. Then {ar,
arj‑{ail,

‑,

aijn

[avv

‑サォ/サ}

Nowset

*ォ‑#(ォォ)

(q‑n>

rk).

If am is a vertix of6^ then we have aq<^am. Sinceaq is a vertexofov, wehavea*:
Thus we have a,i<iam. Hence am is a vertex of <7,%

An analogous argument shows

that am is a vertex of6j. So am is a vertex ofp‑<x*Affj. Thus

<7ォ<p

(q‑ri,蝣蝣蝣,rk).
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If r,キr53 then since ar.≒ar , from the definition of o",‑ we have either artヰffr. or
a,Sヰ

So a.rtキ(Jr. Hence p has distinct k faces (Jrl5 <5V25

‑5 ^rfc.

Now, from the construction of K it is clear that K satisfies (2) of Definition 4.

We remark that ai<iaj holds in (X, <Q if and only if g(ai)^>g(aj) holds in K.
We have to show that K is a topological invariant. Let (X, u) and (F, 09) be two
homeomorphic finite TVspaces, and let K and L be two partially simplicial complexes
corresponding to (X, W) and (Y, 09) as above respectively. We show that K方L.
Consider the partially ordered sets (X, <3 and (F, <) associated with (X, U) and
(r, 09), respectively. Then by Lemma 2, there exists a bijective mapping /: (X, <Q
‑(Y, <Q such that %¥≦x2⇔f(%i) <Lf(%2)* Then we have

#Oi) > g(x2) ⇔ g<K*O) > gi fM).
This implies that Kz& L.
We shall prove the latter assertions of Theorem 2. Let K be a partially simplicial
complex, and define an ordering <[ between elements of K as follows :

o'≦T⇔6)>r,

for o",rEK.

Then (K, <3 is a partially ordered set whose ordering defines a TVtopology % of K.
Let L be the partially simplicial complex which is defined by (K, %). As we have
already verified, there exists a bijection g: (K^ Hi) ‑ L such that
o'>で⇔0'≦丁⇔ gV)>ォr(r).
Hence we have Kt&L.
Finally, if h: K‑*L is an isomorphism of a partially simplicial complex K to a par‑
tially simplicial complex L, then for tf, r 6 13
<T> r ⇔h{(f) >h(で),
and

o'≦ r ⇔

<｣A(r).

Therefore (X, %) and (Z, 09) are homeomorphic.
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Definition 6. Let (X, r) be a finite To‑space, whose associated partial order is de‑
noted by <C A partially simplicial complex K is said to be a ∫implicial pre∫entatio花Of
(X,で) if there exists a mapping f: K‑X such that

(1) fis bijective.
(2) ff<T⇔

≧f(で)･

The mapping f is called a ∫implicial pre∫entation ma抄ing.
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Fromthisdefinition,/‑g

K‑XintheproofofTheorem2isasimplicialpre‑

sentationmapping,andKisasimplicialpresentationofX.
●
ForthefollowingtwolemmaswerefferMcCordLIJ.
Lemma3.LetPbeacontinuou∫mappingofatopologicalspaceXtoanothertopological
spaceY,andUbeaba∫i∫‑likeopencoverofY∫atisfyingthefollowingcondition:foreachU牀W,
there∫trictionP¥P ¥U):P ¥U)‑Ui∫aweakhomotopyequivalence.ThenPitselfisa
weakhomotopyequivalence.
Lemma4.LetXbeafiniteTo‑space,andletUibetheminimalba∫icneighborhoodofa^
andletBbetheminimalba∫icneighborhoodsy∫tern.Then
(1)Bi∫aba∫i∫‑likeopencoverofX
(2)U{iscontractibletoapointa*.
Wenowobtainthefollowinglemma.
●
Lemma5.Let(X,r)beafiniteTo‑space,f:K‑Xbea∫implicialpre∫entationmappings
andKbea∫implicialpre∫entationof(X,r).Then,foreacha*el,¥f(Uj)¥isac〃ntrac‑
tibleopenJetof￨JSTI,whereUii∫theminimalba∫icneighborhoodofa,j.
proof.Foreacha*eX,a*isthemaximumelementof｣/,‑,andG%‑f(adisan
opensimplexsuchthat{ak6X¥ak≧cii}areitsvertices.SincewehaveajeVi⇔aj≦
ai⇔/1(aj))>/1(ad>f1(adisthecommonfaceofallsimplexes/(a/)suchthat
ay牀Ui.Ti‑{ak｣X¥Jaj^ai,ak^>aj}isthesetofverticesof/1(Ui)andVi‑
r>s*1 ‑サーーrS
{ak6X¥ak≧a/}isthesetofverticesof/(a/),sowehaveI7,‑⊃Vi･
Now,supposethat
x‑∑¥ake.Ti}
isthebarycentriccoordinatesofxwithrespecttoT¥.Set
α(*)‑∑{*サa*牀Vi¥
and
･p(x)‑∑1去xkdk¥ak｣V¥.

Then<p(x)ef‑l(at)(‑<Tf‑).Ifx6(Jhthenα(V)‑land<p(x)‑x.Hencecp¥¥f‑i
mi‑tflisaretraction.
Next,wedefineH:¥f‑¥Ut)¥×I‑lf W)lby
H(x,t)‑(l‑t)x+t<p(x).
Sincex牀¥f l(ui)￨,thereisaak6Uisuchthatx6¥f¥ak)¥.Thenfromx牀dkand
tf*<C<?｣>wehaveH(x?t)Zげ‑1mトAnd

21
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H{x, 0)‑x,
H(x, l)‑<p(x),
H(x,t)‑x if x6 I(si￨.
Thus ¥ffi¥ is the strong deformation retract of ¥f (Ui)¥. Since the open simplex (Ji
is contractible to its barycenter 6((7*), the proof of Lemma 3 is complete.

Let X be a finite TVspace, K be a simplicial presentation of X, and let f: K‑>X be
the presentation mapping. We use the same symbol ∫ to represent the following map‑
ping/: ¥K¥‑^X. For x6 ￨K￨, there is an unique simplexd牀Ksuchthat x6 ￨<T/￨

Then we set

/(*) ‑/(*).
/is continuous. To show this, let f{x)‑f{6i)‑a^ and let W be any open neighbor‑
hood ofa,‑. If Ui is the minimal neighborhood ofa,‑, then U{⊂ W. Now theopen star
oiffr.

St((Td ‑ ¥Ji<rh 1: K¥ ffk '>fft}
is an open set of ¥K¥, hence it is anopenneighborhood of x. If y6 St(<7/)3 thereexists
an unique open simplex 6k such that y牀(?k and o"ft^>(7ォ. Then

/00‑/to), /to)≦f(ffi)‑a{.
Hence/(y)<,ah that is,f(y) e UtC W. Thus
/(Stfo)) ⊂ W･
The next theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 3, 4, and 5.
Theorem 3. Let X be a finite T^‑space, and let f: K‑X be the ∫implicial pre∫entation
mapping of the ∫implicial pre∫entation K of X to X, then f induce∫ the weak homot吻′ equivalence

/: 1*1‑>X.
Lemma 6. IfK i∫ a qua∫i complex, then
N‑{<b((7o)b((Tl) ‑ b(<Tk)> ¥(To<(71< ‑ <<Jk, (Ti牀K}

i∫ a ∫implicial complex, where &(<?&) i∫ the barycenter of ov
Proof. From the definition ofiV", it is clear that s^>r and s e N imply v牀N, and
for si, s2牀Nwe have
si‑ <b(al)b(<T2)‑‑‑b(<Ji)>, <Jl<(T2<‑‑‑<<Ti, <Tk牀N,

s2‑<b(xl)b(r2y‑b(Tj)>y rl<r2<‑‑‑<ri, tk牀N.
AISO, if77!<甲2<‑<甲and {(7u tf2, ‑, ffl}∩{tu r2,蝣

, Tj}‑{vuサ2,

恥}, then
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<b(yi)b(甲2)‑･b(マz)> 6 N. Since any two simplexes of K are properly joined,
slnS2‑ <b(71i)b(7j2)‑b(マ/)> e JV.

Hence sin52 is the common face of si and s2. Thus Nis a simplicial complex.
N is said to be the nucleus of the quasi simplicial complex K.
Let K be a quasi simplicial complex. We consider the simplicial complex

Cli<:‑{s￨ 3GeK: s<<T}
which is induced by K, and let CIKi be the first barycentric subdivision ofC¥K. Then
Ji‑{<reCIJi ff⊂
is called thefir∫t barycentric ∫

∫ion of K.

Lemma 7. Let K be apartially ∫implicial complex, and let N be the nucleu∫ of K. Then
¥N¥ i∫ a ∫trong deformation retract of ¥ Kト
Proof. Let Kx be the first barycentric subdivision of X, and let
B‑ibl¥bi‑b(ff{),

i‑l,2,

,

n}

be the set of vertices ofN. Then

St(6,)‑∪{ceKAh<o¥
is defined as the ope花∫tar of bi in K¥.

First, we remark that
lKI‑∪{St(6ォ)

6,e5}.

For, ifx牀¥K¥9 then since ￨K¥ ‑ ¥K¥¥, there exist unique simplexes 66K and 6¥ 6K¥
such that x牀6 and x牀6¥. Let b((7)‑bi牀B. Since Xi is the first barycentric subdi‑
vision ofK, and since <7i⊂(T, we havedi⊂St(6/) and x 6 6¥⊂St(6,)⊂ ∪{St(b{)¥b{牀B}.
Hence ¥K¥ ‑uiSt(bd¥b{牀B}.
Second, we remark that N is a full subcomplex of Ki. For, if <&i&2‑‑b♪>牀K,
(bit B), then <Tl<0‑2<‑<0'♪ and bi‑b((Jj). Hence <bib2 ‑b少> eN follows from

the definition of N.

We shall now prove that ¥N¥ is a strong deformation retract of ¥K¥.
Let x牀12ST￨ ‑ ￨‑KTi￨. There exists an unique open simplex 6¥ 6K¥ such that x 6ffi.

Then we set
α(*)‑∑ix(b,)¥b, e B},
where x(bj) is the barycentric coordinate of &/, and define

K*)‑∑l志xibdbAhe Bl.
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Then r(x) belongs to a face r of<7i. Since vertices of r belong t0 5, remarking that
iVis a fullsubcomplex of K¥y wehave r 6N and r(x) e ¥N¥. On the other hand, if
x｣ ￨iV￨, then since α(x)‑l we have r(x)‑x. Thus r: ¥K¥‑¥N¥ is a retraction.

Next, we define a mapping H: LKl xZ‑¥K¥ by
H(x, t)‑fr(x)+(1‑i)x.
Then we have

H(x,O)‑x for t‑0,
H(x,

1)‑/

(*)

for

t‑l,

and

H(x,t)‑x for xe ¥Nト
Hence ¥N¥ is a strong deformation retract of ¥K¥.
Lemma 8. Let f: K‑L be a qua∫i simplicial mapping of a qua∫l ∫implicial complex K to
a qua∫l ∫implicial complex L. Then f induce∫ a ∫implicial mapping /* of the nucleu∫ N(K) of
K to the nucleus N(L) ofL.
Proof. /*: N(K)‑N(L) is defined by

f*md) ‑ Kf(frd)‑
If <b(ffo)b(ffl)‑‑b((Tk)> e N(K), where tfo<(Ti<‑‑‑<tf*, (Ji 6 iC5 then
/*(<&(ffo)&(ffi)...&(<r*)>)‑

WCffo),

6(/(ffO),

,

K/(^))>.

Since / is quasi simplicial, we have /((To) <C/((Ti) ‑<‑<^/(<X&). The simplex with ver‑
tices {6(/(<To)), 6(/(<Ti)),..., b(f(ffh))} is in JV(Z). Thus /* is a simplicial mapping.
●

Let K and L be quasi simplicial complexes, and g be a single valued transformation
of the vertices ofsimplex of K to the vertices of simplex of L. We call that g is a
∫implicial

mapping

ofK

to

Z,,

when

for

every

simplex

6‑

Kciiaz

‑

ap>

ofK,

<

{g(ai),

g(α2), ‑, g(α♪)}> is a simplex ofエ･
●

●

By barycentric extension, we can extend this mapp1.ng g to a continuous mapping,

and again we call it the simplicial mapping of the quasi polytope ¥K¥ to the quasi
polytope ¥L¥.
Theorem 4. Let g be a continuou∫ mapping ofafinite To‑space X to afinite To‑space Y,
and let fx: K(X)‑X and fy: K(Y)‑Y be two pre∫entation mapping∫. If Kx(X) and
Ki.{Y) are the fir∫t barycentric ∫ubdivision∫ of K(X) and K(Y) respectively, then g induce∫ a
∫implicial mapping gi of Ki(X) to Ki( Y), and fy‑ gi ‑ g‑fx holds.
Proof. ForaicX, weset

25
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Si‑ibk牀Y¥bk≧ *(ォォ)}.
Since g is continuous, aj]>a* implies 5/⊂ 5,‑. Let
Ti‑{bh(‑ Si¥aj>ai⇒bk ￠ S}},

and define a mapping gi'. Ki(X)‑>Ki(Y) as follows: let c be a vertex of a simplex in
Ki(X), and let

c‑bォailai '‑aik >),
where

ait

6X(l‑1,

2,...,

k).

Thesimplex

<aiai

atk>

isafaceofacertainsimplex

fx ka♪) eK(X). Then we have ai^>ap (Z‑l, 2,..., A:). Since g is continuous, we
have g(ah)≧g(a♪). Hence the simplex < T* > which is determined by T{ is a face
‑* fyl(g(ap))' Therefore we have

<umiz‑i, 2, ‑, k}><fyKg(a♪))･
■

We now de丘ne gi by setting

#(c)‑&ォw{r,jz‑i, 2,..., *}サ.
We

show

that

gi

is

simplicial.

Let

cl‑b(ffi)

<ciC2

c*>牀Ki(X),

and

let

(i‑l, 2,..., k),

o'i<nO'2<v‑‑<0'*,

Gi‑

<ailai

a,‑

>.

Then
gl(ci) ‑ b{vi),

wheren‑<umjA‑i,2, ‑ 1}>,sO
oi<<fj ⇒ riくTj･
Thus

<gi(cl)gl(c2)蝣

●

蝣gi(ck)>

eK^Y).

●

Therefore g¥ is a simplicial mapping.
Finally we show that fY‑gi=zg‑fx‑

Suppose x牀¥Ki(X) ￨. There exists an unique

open simplex 6牀Ki(X) such that x牀(J. From the definition of the first barycentric
subdivision. <J‑<cic2‑ C♪> is such that Ci‑b(Ti), rv

で2<‑<vp, vp牀K(X), r♪‑

f立l(ap). Since gx(c♪) ‑ォ!(*(/立1(a♪)))‑&(/テKg(flヵ))),
gi(x) e <igiiciX gi(c2), ‑

gvS♪)†> ⊂f京Kg(flヵ))･

Hence we have
fy(gi(x)) ‑fy(fy 1(g(.a♪))) ‑ *(ォ♪)･

M. Shiraki
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On

the

other

hand,

since

<cic2

cp>

⊂tp9

we

have

fx(x) ‑fx(<r) ‑fx(.r♪) ‑ a*.
Then we have g‑fx(x)‑ g(ap)9 and fy‑gi‑ g‑fx‑
Theorem 5. Let g be a continuou∫ mapping ofafinite To‑space X to afinite T^‑space Y.
Then g induce∫ a ∫implicial mapping gx of the nucleu∫ N(X) ofK(X) to the nucleu∫ N(Y) of

K(Y)9 and the following diagram is commutative, where fx> fy, </>x, <Py ctre weak homot吻,
equivalence∫. and rx, ry are ∫trong deformation retracts.

g

Proof. Let fx: K(X)‑>X and fy: K(F)‑>F be simplicial presentation mappings
of X and Y respectively, and define go: K(X)‑>K(Y) by
go‑fy ‑g‑fx‑
go is a quasi simplicial mapping. Indeed, if (T/^xTy, then fx((?d <ifx((?j)‑ Since g
is a continuous mapping and hence an order‑preserving mapping, we have g‑fy((Ti) <C
g‑fx(<?j), and

fr ‑g‑fx(Pd >fy ogofx((!j).
Hence go is a quasi simplicial mapping.

､

By Lemma 8, go induces a simplicial mapping gN‑ N(X)‑N(Y). We define ￠x:

IN(X) ￨‑>X as follows: For each x 6 ￨N(X) ¥ thereis anuniqueopen simplex <6((To)
b(<Jl)‑‑‑b(<Jk)> eN(K), ffo<ffi<‑‑‑<ffi, ff{牀K(X) such that x牀< b(ffo)b(ffi)
b((?k)>

Then

we

define

￠x(x) ‑fx(fik).
Let rx be the retraction defined in the proof of Lemma 7. Then from the definition
of￠x,
￠xorx‑fx*
Since ￨N(X) ￨ is a strong deformation retract of ￨K(X) ￨ and fx is a weak homotopy
equivalence, ￠x is a weak homotopy equivalence. Now for each x 6 ￨N(X) ¥ there is

an unique open simplex <b((To)b((fi) ‑b(ffk)> ラ x. (To<(Ti<‑ <sO*. Since gNォ
6(ffo)6(ffi)

b(ffh)サ‑ < 6(gro(<To))6(ォro(ffi))

&(*<>(**)) >,

27
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gN{x)

C

<b(go(<Jo))Kgo(<Ti))蝣蝣蝣b(go(<Jk))

>.

Then we have
￠yigN(x)) ‑fy(go(<Jk)) ‑ gofx(ffk).

Hence from g‑<px(x)‑ g‑fx(Gk), we have
￠Y‑gN‑ g‑fx.

§ 4. Partially simplicial complexes and induced finite To‑spaces.

In Theorem 2, for every partially simplicial complex JK, we have considered an
equivalent finite 7Vspace (K9 u) which has been constructed in the following way.
For each 6牀K, put

Vff‑{r eK¥v>ff}.
Then (K, %) is a finite TVspace such that Va is the minimal basic neighborhood of (J.
●

The following Lemma 9 and Theorem 6 are easily found.
Let K be a partially simplicial complex, and (X, U) be the corresponding finite To‑
space. Then clearly the identity mapping i : K‑ (K, %) is the simplicial presentation
mapping. Hence we have the following lemma.

Lemma 9. The identity mapping i: K‑(K, ll) induce∫ a weak homot吻/ equivalence i¥
IKl‑(K, %).
Theorem 6. Let g: K‑L be a qua∫l ∫implicial mapping of a partially ∫implicial complex
Kto apartially ∫implicial complex L. IffK: ¥K¥‑{K, U) and fL: ¥L¥‑(I,, 09) are two
∫implicial pre∫entation mapping∫ then 8 ∫ a continuou∫ mapping of (K, U) to (Z,, 09), and g
ha∫ the following propertie∫ :
(1) let Ki and Li be the fir∫t barycentric ∫ubdivision∫ of K and L respectively. Then g

induce∫ a ∫implicial mapping gi: ¥K¥トLi ¥ ∫uch that fiogi‑ g‑fK‑
(2) Let N(K) and N(L) be the nucleu∫e∫ of K and L respectively¥ and let (pK‑fK IN(K)
and ￠l‑fh IN(L). Then g induce∫ a ∫implicial mapping gN: ¥N(K) ¥‑ ¥N(L) ¥ such
that ￠L‑gN‑g‑￠K･

Proof. Iftf, re (K, %) and<r≦r then wehave6^>r in K. Since gis quasisim‑
plicial, we have g((T)^>g(v) in L and g(G)≦g(v) in (L, 09). Then by Lemma 2,
g: (K, U)‑(JL 09) is continuous.
Thus (1) and (2) follow immediately from Theorem 4 and Theorem 5.
Theorem 7. Let K be a n‑partially ∫implicial complex, and let α be the number of ‑∫im‑

plexes ofK. Then we have
(1) αo+α +

+αn̲i‑n.
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(2) 1^αo<>.

(3) 0≦α ]n‑i9

(i‑l,2,‑,a‑1).

Proof. (1). We need to prove that a rc‑partially simplicial complex K has just n
elements. Let (K, %) be the finite TVspace corresponding to K, and L be the simplicial
presentation of (j｣, Hi) which has been constructed in the proof of Theorem 2, that is.
L‑{s(&)¥ff牀K}

where s(d) is a simplex with vertices {v 6 K¥v^(J}. From the proof of Theorem 2,
the number of vertices {(J¥(J牀K} of L is equal to the number of simplexes ofL. Then

by the second assertion of Theorem 2, we have K^L. So L has n vertices. Therefore
K has n elements.
I

(2). From (1), we haveao<jn. Weprovethat<xo^>1. Suppose<Jo牀Kand<Toisa

&0‑simplex. When A;o‑O, we have aol>l. When &o>03 from (1) of Definition 4, <To
has ko proper faces in K. We take such a face d"i, and let k¥ be the dimension of G¥.
When ki‑0, wehave αo≧1. When &i>0, 6¥ has k¥ proper faces in K. We repeat
a similar process and find that K has at least a 0‑simplex. Thus (2) holds.
Assume thatα

n‑i+1 for some i. Any /‑simplex in Khas i proper faces

in K. Hence the number of all simplexes in K are not less than
(n‑i+l)+i‑n+l.
This contradicts (1).
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